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Executive Summary

The changes proposed by the International Accounting Standards Board
(lASB) and the U.S. Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB) can be
considered an improvement to the contents of financial statements (f.s.) As
such they provide new information to professionals using such statements.
They do not seem to have addressed the question of whether these changes
would be just as useful to the companies concerned and their non-professional
investors. We would like, however, to concentrate on certain principles
mentioned (and some not mentioned) and to present our comments so as to
lead to our conclusions. Obviously our detailed answers were arrived at
before our conclusions, even if they follow these in our presentation.
The objectives of financial statement presentation are defined in paragraphs
2.1 through 2.4. Paragraph 2.4.c adds the "stewardship" objective to the
definition and also specifies that while it is not included in the financial
presentation objectives, it can be met by the proposed presentation model.
Emphasis is thus placed on defined (and undefined) objectives which will
guide the presentation model through the changes deemed necessary to
existing practices.
Question 1 accepts the definition as granted in § 2.1 through 2.4 which defines
the objectives of financial statement presentation. It adds "stewardship" (§
2.4.c) to the cohesiveness and the disaggregation objectives. A reply to this
question therefore supposes an agreement on the content of the word "users",
which, however, is very broadly proposed in §2.1 - 2.4. The general term
"capital providers" may concern providers of millions as well as buyers of 100
shares (assuming they acquired these at some increase of capital). Keeping
such disparate groups informed according to their needs is not easy and cannot
be based on a blurred distinction between categories of business activities.
Furthermore while the ("dp'') claims to exclude analysts, the questions posed
later on are more for an analyst than for an investor. As a result a reply to the
principle of disaggregation would have to be based on the details of
information (i.e. how much additional information) such disaggregation
required.
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Cohesion
One must not ignore the fact that the LF.R. Standards were first used in 2005
and many companies are still in the process of adaptation. It is felt that
cohesiveness is obtained by existing L F. R. Standards as well. It is not
immediately obvious to non-specialists where the proposed changes increase
cohesiveness. It is generally thought that U.S. F.A.S.B. standards are more
business oriented than those of LF.R.B. and as such will be more useful as
management tools. Unfortunately the ("dp") proposed leads to the suspicion
that the combination of LF.R.B. and U.S. F.A.S.B. standards was effected by
a simple addition of the two pre-existing individual standards.

Disaggregation
Realizing the proposed changes to the financial statements will be more
difficult than the preparation of the f.s. in use today. Besides the cost of these
changes will be significantly higher requiring longer hours of training and
work for the accounting departments. Mainly due to the greater analysis and
the multi faceted disaggregation of the data involved. Initiating the proposals
requires comprehension of the changes in every entity, preparation and proper
planning of the software and hardware that will be needed in order to achieve
these purposes. It is felt that changes should be graduated in both time and
company size. The changes should be introduced gradually and larger
companies should be required to present more details in the new requirements
for the disaggregation of data.

Stewardship
In paragraph 2.4 we read:
"The financial reporting objective of providing information to help users
assess how well management has discharged its stewardship responsibilities is
addressed in the Boards' joint conceptual framework project. Although a
similar objective is not included in the financial statement presentation
objectives, the proposed presentation model should help to achieve the
stewardship objective offinancial reporting. "
In some sectors and in some countries corporate governance has been deficient
and the various internal and external financial risks have not been covered by
any audits, financial statements and statutory supervision. As a result we feel
that if any "stewardship" has been lacking anywhere in the regulatory world,
which obviously includes accounting standards, such "stewardship" has not
been lacking in the IFRS accounting rules listed companies have been
observing to date (bold lettering supplied by our response).
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Materiality
Since financing provisions are very often part of the selling function and every
single transaction can be deemed to have both a business activity (b.a) and a
financing activity (f.a.) aspect, the separate presentation ofb.a. and f.a. should
be clearly defined so as to avoid a situation where every revenue item has to
be split into two constituent parts. One way would be to distinguish the
materially important separate sector operations. Another would be to establish
a threshold to be defined beforehand as an important percentage of a
company's total activities (20 %, 30 %, 40 %?). Such definitions would avoid
needlessly burdening companies with excessive bookkeeping.
Allocation
The separation of business activities from financial activIties, the
disaggregation of operating & investing categories and the financing section,
the reconciliation of cash flows to comprehensive income rely on extensive
accruals and allocations that may eventually entail arbitrary or subjective
allocation rules that might distort the financial situation. In at least one
instance the discussion paper recognizes this issue (art. 2.35) in the context of
the classification of an asset or liability as, operating or financing activity. The
proposed solution however (presume that the asset or liability relates to
operating activities) will distort the reporting of both the operating and the
financial activities.
Question 8 is very explicit that: "The proposed presentation model introduces
sections and categories in the statements offinancial position, comprehensive
income, and cash flows. As discussed in paragraph 1.21 (c), the Boards will
need to consider making consequential amendments to existing segment
disclosure requirements (bold lettering supplied by the discussion paper) as a
result of the proposed classification scheme. For example, the Boards may
need to clarifY which assets should be disclosed by segment: only total assets
as required today or assets for each section or category within a section.
What, if any, changes in segment disclosures should the Boards consider to
make segment information more useful in light of the proposed presentation
model? Please explain. "
If the proposal is adopted then obviously very detailed disclosure requirements
by segment would be required. And we feel that such a requirement would be
an exaggeration!
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Applying the changes
Listed companies preparing their f.s.'s will find one-off costs will nse
significantly affected by:
•
The adjustment of existing accounting methods.
•
The creation, retroactively, of comparative figures.
•
The investment in expanded or even new hardware and software.
•
The configuration of these new accounts as suitable management tools.
Annual costs will also rise significantly affected by:
•
The extra hours of work of accountants and all managers.
•
The extensive and continuing training of accountants.
•
The probable extra cost of internal and external auditing.

Conclusions
Quite a number of organizations (the IASB itself, IOSCO, CESR and
others) have spoken of alternative performance measures in the past. This
seems, however, to have been abandoned as a communication tool and we
are asked to adopt increasingly detailed financial statements. If one were to
compare the four pages of Illustrations lA and 2A to the two pages of
Illustrations 2A and 2B concerning consolidated cash flow statements for
"Toolco" and "Bank Corp", one could readily agree that we seem to have
reached a new level of exaggeration.
Obviously, the disaggregation provides better information which serves,
however, mostly for accounting calculation and audit purposes. It is
doubtful if it adds something significant in providing additional crucial
information to users. As such the changes provide new information to
professionals using such statements. It is highly uncertain, however,
whether the proposed changes will benefit non-professional investors and
the companies themselves. We find, therefore, that the discussion paper:
• ignores the burden placed on companies;
• pays no attention to the cost of the proposed changes and
• does not allow for a gradual adaptation coming in less than ten years
from the original implementation ofI.F.R. Standards.
Changing the financial statement presentation is an idea whose time might
have come in the past but, given the state of the world economy and the lack
of proper regulation for enormous portions of it, one cannot help but feel
that the proposed "discussion paper" deals with a previous situation, no
longer as relevant as when it was conceived. It must be underlined once
again that if the world is currently facing a major crisis, this was due to
faUlty regulation and not to a lack of appropriate tools.
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UNION OF LISTED COMPANIES, ATHENS GREECE
Financial Accounting Series
Discussion Paper no 1630-100
October 16, 2008
Answers to the 27 questions of the discussion paper
I.

WOllid the objectives of financial stalt'men! presentation proposed in paragraphs
2.5-2.1 ~ improve the usefulness of the inf()nnatl0n provided in an entity's financial
statement:-; and help llSl:rs make better deci~iol1s in their capacity as capital providers?
Why of' \Vhy not': Shollid the Boards consider any othcr objectives of finaneial
statement presentation in addition to or instead of the objedives proposed in this
I)iscu~siol1 Paper? If so. pIcas\,; describe and explain.

The proposed objectives of financial statement presentation shall positively contribute
to the upgrading of the information value of the financial statement due to the
following reasons:
•

•
•
•

Matching the business planning processes with the financial planning
processes providing a more concrete basis for effective business performance
management and financial reporting.
Improvement of the transparency of the operational and financial reporting
processes.
Effective presentation of the results of the individual on going value added
activities clearly distinct from the financing activities of the entities.
Effective determination of the amount and timing of the cash flow streams

However, aiming at ensuring of the cost effectiveness of the financial reporting
function specific guidance should be secured for the determination of the required
level of granularity of the elements of the financial statements providing specific
materiality criteria. In a similar vein, the nature of the business activities and the size
of an entity could be addressed as important driving factors in determining the scope
of businesses that are called for the application of the provisions of the new standard.
Moreover, the comparability of the elements of the financial statement shall be
affected in cases of changes in the organizational structure and in the business
activities of the entities. As a result, the provisions of the new standard could be
specific as to the accounting procedures that are required to ensure the cohesiveness
of both the current elements of the financial statements and the respective
comparative figures, in cases of changes in the structure of the business.
To conclude, the cost factor for generating the proposed additional information should
appropriately be addressed in the provisions of the new standard in order to ensure the
satisfaction of all the qualitative characteristics of the financial statements as provided
by the conceptual framework of the IFRSs and still keeping balance between benefits
and cost.
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2.

Would the separation of business activities from tlnancing activities provide
ini(>rJnHlion that is more decision useful than that pruvided in the Ilmlncial statement

I(mnats used today (see para12mph 2.19)'! Why or" hy not'!
The separation of the business activities from the financing aclivllies definitively
communicate key information about the way and the risk conditions under which the
entities operate. Among the main reasons are the following:
•

•
•
•

The separation of the external financing conveys information about the way
the entity has financed the business operations and about the undertaken
financing risk that shall affect the future cash flows.
The provision of information about the individual sources and conditions of
financing determining the risk class.
The identification of the cash cycle of the each business segment and the
entity as a whole.
The provision of the basis for the estimation of the risk profile of the entity
and the opportunity cost of capital employed.

The achievement of the said objectives is subject to a clear definition of the financing
activities and the respective financing elements of the financial statements, as well as
the determination of an appropriate materiality threshold. For instance, the financing
element of the derivative products, leasing products and of the employee benefit plans
could be defined concisely in order to classify them accordingly.
3.

Should equity he presented as a section separate fiT)111 thc financing section or should
it be included as a category in the "nancing section (sec paragraphs 2.19(b), 2.](,. and
2.52-2.55)'.' Why or why not')
Equity could be reported separately from the Financing Section, as the respective
generated financing risk, the cash flow profiles and the opportunity cost of capital of
each individual source of finance is differentiated, upgrading the usefulness of the
financial statements in terms of the ability to predict the future cash flows and to
estimate the economic value added of an entity.

4.

In thc proposed presentation model. an entity would present its discontinued
operations in a separate section (see paragraphs 2.20, 2.37. and 2.71 2.73). Docs this

or

presentation provide dccision-usefttl information'! Instead
presenting this
information in a ~cparak section. should an entity present information about its
discontinued opCr<ltiollS in the rclevant categories (operating. investing, financing
Jssets, and rinancing liabilities),,) \V11y or \\ hy nor!

The separate presentation of the discontinued operations in the financial statements is
useful as it provides the basis for more accurate estimation of the maintainable future
cash flows of the entity and ensure the consistency of the reported financial position
and results from the operations through years.
Moreover, the supplementary information about the discontinued operations in the
notes could contribute in understanding of the conditions and the results that led to the
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discontinuation of the operations and estimate any potential influence on the business
strategy of the entity in the future.
The reporting of the individual elements of the discontinued operations under the
various captions of the financial statements may be considered as unnecessary as they
concern the past and not continuing business operations and their analysis do not
increase the predictive value of the information conveyed by the financial statements
as far as the future cash flows are concerned.
Again, the standard could provide for materiality criteria applied on the separation of
financial elements of the discontinued operations in order to avoid unnecessary costs
incurred in the preparation of the financial statements.
5,

'( he proposed presentation modd relics on n managcmt'nt approach to classification
of (.lssch and liahilitic:;, and the n:latcd changes in those items in the sections and
calcgoril's in order to retleet the \\-ay an item is lISl'll with ill the entity or it:.; reportable
segment (SIX paragraphs 2.27, 2 ..14, and 2.39 2.41),
a. \\'ould a mana!!cmcnt appnxtch provide the most u~r..:rlll \ lev,

llSt:rs

or its fimmcial statements'?

nr <.J11

entity'

10

h. Would the putential lell' reduced comparability of financial statel11ents resulting
from a m<lnagcrncnt approach to classification out\\cigh the henefits of that
approach'.) \\/h) or \\ h),' not?

a. The Management Approach can definitively provide a living picture of the financial
performance of an entity as it reflects the way the management plans, operates and
controls the operations of an entity. For instance, the adoption of the Management
Approach in cases of vertically integrated businesses may give a sound indication of
the added value each business segment contributes in the total financial performance
and financial position of the Group and may provide the basis of assessing the
business and financial risk of each business segment. Taking into account that one of
the fundamental objectives of the Management Reporting is to plan and control the
financial performance of each business segment, the elimination of the inter-company
and intra-company financial results can impair the achievement of the relevant
objective.
As a result, since the purpose of the management financial reports may by different
from those of the statutory financial reporting (e.g. management of individual
business segments of one entity, designing marketing and pricing policies etc),
imposing the application of different accounting principles from those used in the
preparation of the statutory financial statements, it is asserted that such additional key
financial information generated based on the Management Approach, can be reported
in the Notes to the financial statements subject to the application of specific
materiality criteria and of specific rules aiming at ensuring the necessary degree of
comparability and of consistency with the statutory financial reporting preserving the
maximum degree of simplicity in financial reporting.
b. The Benefits
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•
•
•

•
•

The presentation of the allocation of the available resources to the individual
business segments and of the respective financial results.
The provision of the information basis for assessing the potential changes in
the resources that the business is likely to control in the future.
The conveyance of information about the way the Management runs the
business and about the results on the financial position due to changing market
conditions.
The ability to analyze the business risk of a Group and to assess the ability to
generate net cash flows that out-weight the opportunity cost of capital.
The provision of the information about the changes in the business operations.

Drawbacks
Although a balance between relevance and reliability is inevitable in order to ensure
the necessary degree of usefulness of the financial statements to the users, the
comparability is one of the fundamental qualitative elements of the financial
statements to be ensured. The potential reduction of comparability may be considered
as a significant draw back of the adoption of the Management Approach in the
preparation of the financial statements as it may impair the objectivity of the
conveyed information on the entity level and between entities.
The information that is conveyed by the financial statements could be understandable
by all user groups provided that is comparable through time not only on an entity
level but also between entities, leading their investment decision making.
Due to the reasons presented in (al above, it can be asserted that reduced
comparability in the financial statement may mislead the users of the financial
statements in their assessment of the performance of an entity and in their investment
decision making.
As a result, the Management Approach can be a significant alternative basis of
financial reporting provided that the comparability characteristic can be secured by an
appropriate financial reporting framework.
6.

Paragraph 2.27 propos,-" that buth assets and liabiliti~s should be presented in the
business section and in the financing section or the statement of financial position,
\Vollld thi~ change in presentation coupled \\ith the separation
business and
Ilnancing acti\- itil's in the s1at;,;mcnts of compreh~llsivc income and cash nows make i1

or

cu:-.icr for llser:-; to calclll<Jtc some key linanc.ial rJtIos for an entity's bIlSIIWS'i actl\ Illes
or its linancing activities'? \Vhy or \\-h)' not'!

The calculation of key financial ratios can be easier and consistent with the business
operations planning since the elements of the financial statements shall be matched
consistently according to their cash flow basis and according the reportable segments.
Moreover, the entities may link the critical success factors with the key performance
indicators, including the said key financial ratios, with the elements of the financial
statements within an integrated business performance management system.
However, heavy investment in information systems infrastructure and III human
resources shall be imposed on the entities in order to produce the necessary
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information required for the preparation of the financial statements, raising the
objective of balance between benefits and costs that can be achieved not only by a
sound professional judgment but also by enacting an efficient and effective financial
reporting framework that could provide for practicable allocation rules for allocating
the repayment of the financing in the sections and categories concerned.
Paragraphs 2.27. 2.76. and 2.77 discu"1s c1a~sjlication or assets and liabilities by
entities that have mon.' than one rcportahk segm(~I1t f(}r segment reporting
purposes. Should those entities classii'y asscis and liabilities (anLi related changes) at

the reponahle sctI11lcnt level as proposed instead of' at thr...: entity level'! Please explain.

Please refer above in Q.6.
Additionally, as in most business cases, each major reportable segment concerns
business activity of individual business units, under one or more business entity, that
is ruled by different economic conditions, the management of the respective assets
and liabilities on a reporting segment level may be considered as rational and
inevitable in order to plan and to address the business risk effectively.
As result, the classification of assets and liabilities by reportable segment could be
advisable for sizable operations, provided that significant resources are available to
ensure the required systems infrastructure and the respective accounting policies and
procedures that are necessary for the maintenance of the accounting records.
Specifically, the classification of assets and liabilities by reportable segment could be
made only on the operating activities level (Business section - Operating Category) in
order to avoid arbitrary allocations of the elements of the other sections (Income
Taxes and Financing). In a similar vein, easy to apply allocation rules could be
provided in order to ensure the allocation (if any) of assets and liabilities of the
corporate segment into the individual business reportable segments or between the

caus.
Furthermore, specific guidance should be provided to the business not only in setting
the materiality level (in terms of size of operations and extent of analysis of financial
information) to avoid unnecessary costs, but also to assist the entities in the
transformation process as the comparable financial figures may not be available by
the current information systems. It is pointed out that the aforementioned
preconditions may not be satisfied by small and medium sized companies.
~.

The propo.-:cd prcscl1{atiol1 model intr()duce~ sections and categories in the statements
of fln~!ll-.:ial positioll; comprChCllSl\-C income. and cd'Sh flows. ;\s discuSSL'd in
paragraph I Ilc). the Huards "ill need to consider making consequential
amendm('lIts to existing s('gmcnt disclosure rcquir('ments as a result or the
proposed dassificati\)J1 scheme. For example. the Board~ may need to clarify which
asset:-; should be disclosed hy segmen1: only lOtal a~sels as required today or assets for
each section or category v"ithin a section. \Vhat. it' any, chan~cs in segment
disclosures should the Boards consider to make segment in!IJrmatioll more lIscful in
light "rthe proposed presentation model') Please c'.plain.

Taking into account that the fundamental objective is to improve the ability of the
users of the financial statements to assess the cash generation capacity of an entity and
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of its operating segments, the analysis of the individual classes of assets and liabilities
could be made on an aggregation level, to avoid excessive costs, that is sufficient for
identifying the cash settlement basis of major classes of assets and liabilities and the
results of the operations of the identifiable reportable segments.
9,

Are the husiness section and the operating and investing categories within that
section defIned appropriately (:-;ce paragraphs 2.31 233 and ~.63 2.(7)'.) \Vh:y or \\'h1'
not'!

The section of Investment Activities could be renamed to Non Operating as confusion
may be generated about the nature of assets and liabilities that are to be classified
therein.
In particular, the Operating Activities require investments in tangible and non tangible
long term assets and as such shall be classified appropriately under Business Operating Section. Moreover, the non operating activities of an entity may generate
short term assets and liabilities that should be reported by nature within Non
Operating section.
10.

.'\re the tinmH.'ing section and the financing assct~ and iinancing liabilities
categorics within that ~cc1i~)Jl defIned appJ'opliatcly (sec paragraphs 2.34 and 2.56
2'()2),! Should thc tinalll'ing section be restricted to ./il/tlJleiai {/ssds and .finallcial
liahilliic.\ as defined in II' RSs and l.S. (i;\i\l' as propnsed" Why or wby not"

The financing section and the financing assets and financing liabilities categories are
defined appropriately within that section but definitely they need further clarification.
Although the restriction to include only financial assets and financial liabilities in the
Financing Section narrows the definition of the classifiable assets and liabilities, the
following issues may draw further attention and appropriate consideration:
As financial assets and financial liabilities may concern both operating activities and
financing activities, adequate criteria could be provide in order to clarify the method
of the classification of the financial assets and liabilities into the operating and
financing sections.
The separation of the portion of a financial asset that has been financed by external
sources of financing, from the portion financed by equity financing could be based on
specific guidance. As a result, the respective application of the matching concept can
be achieved by securing the appropriate definitions of the financial assets and
financial liabilities that are classifiable under the Financing Section.
Il.

Paragraph 1,2 proposes that an entity should pre~ent a classified statement of
financial position (short-term and long-krm subcategories for assets and liahilities)
cx~cpi \\ hell a presentation or assds and liahililic~ in order of liquiditj pnwides
ini()rI1H11ilHl that is mOH': relevant.
a. \\'hal t:vpcs or c1l1iULS
lill,lnl'ial position? \\"h;/.!

\\lHlId

YOll C\pcct not to
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h. Should lhere be more guidance f()r distinguishing \\hich entities should present a
statcll1('nl of lillancial position in ordcr
liquidity': If' so. what additional
guidullCL' is I1cedc<f J

or

a. Aiming at assessing the liquidity and the financial flexibility of an entity the
classified statement of financial position can be proved as inadequate source of
relevant information in the following cases:
• Entities that have diverse financial activities with many operating / investment
cycles shorter than a financial year. Such entity groups may include financial
institutions and insurance companies,
• Entities that are in a distress position and the individual liquidity profiles of
each asset and liability classes may have a significant bearing on their short
term viability,
• Entities with critical liquidity and credit profiles.
In such cases, the presentation of the assets and liabilities in order of liquidity may
provide crucial information to the users of the financial statements.
b, Definitely, a more detailed presentation of the preconditions and circumstances that
dictate the presentation of the assets and liabilities in order of liquidity in the
Statement of Financial Position can educate and guide the entities in a more
transparent preparation and presentation of the financial statements. The suggested
additional guidance could focus on the following areas of concern:
• which business industries are likely to have operating characteristics that lead to
the presentation of the assets and liabilities in order ofiiquidity,
• which are the conditions of operations of an entity that require liquidity status
information,
• which are the situations that an entity faces and should provide a thorough
analysis of the liquidity profiles of its assets and liabilities on both entity level
and consolidation level,
• what is the required supplementary information that should be additionally
presented to the liquidity profiles of assets and liabilities, in order to assess the
liquidity position and the financial flexibility of an entity.
12.

Paragraph .1.14 pruposes that cash equivalents should be presented and classilied in a
manner similar to other short-term investment;;;, not as purl of cash. Do you agn.:c?
\\,hyor why nor)

In general terms, the separation of the cash equivalents from the cash on hand can
give a better indication of the liquidity position of an entity. However, a detailed
guidance as to the definition of the cash equivalents can provide the basis for a more
concrete reporting of the available cash resources, including in cash all items that can
be readily converted into cash by discounting their nominal value (e.g. short term time
deposits).
Moreover, a more focused definition of the individual elements of cash equivalents
can provide the basis for a more accurate classification in the various sections of the
financial statements. For instance, the minimum cash that is required as part of the
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current assets needed to run the everyday business could not be included in the
Financing Section or in short term investments but in Operating Section of the
financial statements. The same rule can be applied for classifying receivable bank
checks signed by customers in Accounts Receivable under Operating Section rather
than under short term investments.

1.1.

Paragraph 3.19 rmpO,", that an entity should present its similar assets and Iiahilities
that arc measured on different bases on separate lines in the statement
financial
position. \\'ould this disaggregation provide infonnation that is 1110re decision useCul
than a presentation that permits line items to include similar (lssets and li<Jhillties
measured on dilTcn:nl bases? \Yhy or \\hy not'!

or

The valuation bases of the assets and liabilities influence the ability to estimate the
expected future cash flows based on the reported financial information. As a result,
the separate reporting of major classes of assets and liabilities according to their
valuation bases can significantly upgrade the relevance of the reported financial
information.
As far as the cost of disaggregation is concerned no additional cost is expected as all
entities account the assets and liabilities discretely in the accounting records applying
the appropriate valuation bases,
14.

Should an entity

prCsl~l1t l'omprchcn~jvc

income and its compollents in a single

statement of t:omprchensiyc income as proposed
or \vhy not? 1!'llot. hI)\\' should they he presen1cd'!

(~ec

paragraphs 3.24

~.:n)'.'

\Vh:y

The preparation of a single statement of comprehensive income could be considered
to have the following positive arguments:
• Accurate and complete presentation of the results generated by the transaction
of an entity with all non owner parties.
• Analysis of all income and expense elements that affect the equity position of an
entity in the face of a single income statement and not partly in the Income
Statement and partly in the Statement of changes in equity.
• Allowance of the tax effect on the elements of other comprehensive income.
• Higher comparability between the financial statements of all entities through
uniform format of financial statements.
• Easier calculation of key financial ratios assessing financial performance
efficiently and effectively.
• Enhanced simplicity in the presentation of the financial results.
15.

Paragraph J.2S proposes that an entity -"hould indicate the ci:ltl'gory 10 yvhrch items uf
other comprehensive income relate (except some foreign currency tran~lation
adjuSl'llH:nb) {seC paragraphs 3.J7 3.4 I). \Vnuld that information he decision usdttl?
\\,11y or \\ hy nor!

The reporting of the relationship of the individual elements of other comprehensive
income with the respective categories of assets and liabilities can integrate the
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financial reporting and ensure cohesiveness in the reported elements of the financial
statements.
However, the materiality of the amounts of other comprehensive income should
determine the presentation requirements.
16.

Paragrarhs :1.4:2 3.4~ propose thaI an cntit: ~hould further disaggregate \\ithin each
section and L'ategory in the statement of l'omprchcll:sivc income its revenues,
expenses. gains, and losses h~' their function~ hy their nature, or both if d()lnt! :~o

\-\-ill enhance the uscfllincs:-. of the information ill pn:dicting tlll' cntit:~( .. .; future cash
flow:-i. \Vduld thi\ lc\cl or disaggregation provide inlc}n11ation that is (kcisiol1 tlschl!
\0 users in their caracity as capital providers'! 'vVhy or why not'!

Although the analysis of the elements of the financial statements by function and by
nature corresponds to the wayan entity plans and accounts for its operations, resulting
in a more concrete basis for predicting the future cash flows, such analysis is expected
to increase the complexity of the systems and procedures making the preparation of
the financial statements a costly process. It is noted that any contemplated
disaggregation process should be applied not only on entity level but also on
reportable segment level ending with a demand of a highly complex accounting
system infrastructure fully integrated with a business performance management
system. Moreover, the consolidation process is expected to be unnecessarily a highly
complex exercise and the overall costs could not be justified by the added value of the
incremental financial information.
Instead and based on predefined materiality criteria, the main expected benefits from
the contemplated disaggregation process can be achieved by providing the flexibility
to the management in presenting key revenue and expense elements information only
in the Notes to the financial statements, at least for small and medium sized entities.
The aforementioned elements of the statement of comprehensive income can be
grouped only on the aggregation level that corresponds to the aggregation level of the
respective elements of the statement of financial position. Such treatment could
simplify the process of the preparation of the financial statements and still generating
the required financial information for predicting the future cash flows of an entity.
In conclusion, it is asserted that the suggested level of disaggregation can be
marginally useful to the capital providers of the entities.
17.

Paragraph 3,55 proposes lilal an enlily should allocale and pre,;enl income taU's
\vithin tlh_~ statement of comprehensive income in acc()rdtll1Ce \""'ith existing
requirements (sec paragraphs J.S6 3.(2). 'I () which sections and categories, if' ally.
should an entity allocate income taxes in urder to provide information that is decision
lLseful to user:;'! Please explain,

An entity should allocate and present income taxes within the statement of
comprehensive income in accordance with existing requirements. An entity should
not allocate income taxes to the various sections and categories proposed since this is
almost impossible to be done. If entities try to allocate income tax, it is certain that
arbitrary models will be used that will result in misleading information and will add
no value to the information needed for decision making by the users. The calculation
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of income tax (both current and deferred) is mainly based on local tax laws and
regulations and not on accounting principles (such as IFRSs or US GAAPs).
Allocation of tax, even to the discontinued operations is also sometimes not reliable
since if it is not clear by the corresponding tax computation it may include arbitrary
calculation. Allocation of tax may also disrupt the calculation of certain pre-tax or
after tax key figures and ratios.
Income tax expense or benefit should continue to be allocated among income from
continuing operations, discontinued operations, other comprehensive income items,
and items charged or credited directly to equity, since such allocation preserves
simplicity to the extent possible and still provide the necessary information to the
users for the prediction of the future cash flows from continuing operations of the
business.
However, additional guidance icr required for the allocation of the income taxes
between the reportable segments and entities as the income taxes are accrued on an
entity level and in certain cases on a group level.

! R,

Paragraph .3J<~ propo:.:.cs that an cntity should present foreign currcney transaction
gains and Jo~scs, including the componcllls or any net gain or ]o:-;e:i arising on
ll~l11CaSUrcrncnt into its functional currency_ in the same scdioll and category as the
assets and liabilities that g~lvc ri-.;c to the gain::; Of losses.
a. WOLild this provide decisions-uscl'ul ini(mnation to users in their capacity as
capital providers? Please explain why or why not and discus') any alternative
I1H:111ods oCprcscnting this initxmalion,
h. What CChts should Ihe Boards consider relaled to presenting thc components oj'
n~t foreign curn:.ncy transaction gains or losses for presentation in different
scction:-:. and cate~orics"

a. The presentation of the foreign currency transaction gains and losses with the same
classification as that of the underlying assets and liabilities improves the cohesiveness
of the elements of the financial statements and provides a faithful representation of
the actual results from the net investments in currencies other than that of the
reporting currency and their return thereon. After all, the foreign currency transaction
gains and losses are the result of the valuation process of the individual assets and
liabilities and influence both the respective elements of the statement of
comprehensive income and the respective cash flow streams in terms of amount and
timing. Moreover, the aforementioned accounting treatment improves the accounting
processes regarding the estimation of the tax position of the entities and corollary
their net cash position, which is highly depended on the tax regime of each country in
which the entities operate. However, adequate materiality criteria could be provided
in order to avoid unnecessary costs.
b. Taking into account that the foreign currency transaction gains and losses are the
result of the valuation process of the individual assets and liabilities, as provided by
the IFRS, the costs that are associated with their classification in the various sections
and categories concern the development of the necessary system infrastructure to
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automate the classification process, the human resources required for the application
of the necessary accounting procedures and the incremental audit costs.

19.

l'ara/lraph .1.75 propo,c, that all "ntity ,I".mld usc a direct method of presenting
cash f1(n\'s in the c.;t;ltclllcnl or ('ash llo\\~.
H.

\Vould a direct method of presenting operating

l'ash 110\\ S

provide inJ()nnatloll

that j", dcci:-;ion useful'.'
b. Is a dircct method more ClJlbj,tCllt with the proposed cohec;ivcness and
di:-;agt!n:gation ohjectives (sec paragraphs 3.75 3.80) than an indir~c1. method?
\\'l1y' Of \\·hy not'.'
c. Would the jnf()rmatiol1 currently provided using an indirect mcthod to prescnt
operating cash flows be provid"d in the proposed reconciliation schedule (sec
paraf'raphs 4.19 and 4.4S)'! Why or why nor!

a. Indisputably, the application of the direct method of presenting the operating cash
flow provides specific and more accurate information about the sources and uses of
cash and as a result improves the ability of the users to predict the cash generation
capacity of the business. However, the required system infrastructure and the time
consuming accounting policies and procedures are expected to impose a significant
financial burden on the entities which could impair the overall financial performance
of the entities, while at the same time will bring significant change management
Issues.
b. The operating cash receipts and payments that an entity presents using a direct
method can be effectively matched with the respective operating assets and liabilities
and with the operating income and expenses. This is due to the following reasons:
• The sections and categories of the elements of the financial statements are
uniform to all individual financial statements.
• The detailed level of analysis of the elements of the financial statements can be
determined consistently with the individual categories of sources and uses of
cash.
As a result, such a presentation process is more transparent and more consistent with
the proposed cohesiveness and disaggregation objectives.
c) Due to detailed information provided in the statement of cash flows by applying
the direct method, the proposed reconciliation schedule could not add value to
decision making.
2().

\V11at costs should the BOaJ"lb consider related to using a direct method to present
operating cash flows (seC' paragraphs J.Rl J.X~r) Please distinguish hetween one-oil
Of olle-lime implemcnlalillll (l.lSIS dnd ongoing applica1ion costs. 1hnv might those
cost.; he rcduced \\'ltlhHlt reduclllg the h-::ncfits
presenting operating c(1:;h receipts
and paY'lllenls?

or

The costs that are associated with the application of the direct method could include
the following elements:
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One time implementation costs
• Development costs of the necessary accounting policies and procedures for the
identification of the cash flow elements of each major transaction on a
reportable segment and on an entity level.
• Amendments of the management reporting policies and procedures.
• Amendment of the consolidation policies and procedures.
• Amendment and or acquisition 1 implementation of the ERP systems.
• Change management costs.
• Generation of comparable information on the applicable reporting levels.
On going application costs
• Increased effort of the accounting personnel to check and reconcile the
reportable cash flow elements to the movement of Cash on Hand.
• Audit costs
• Reporting costs.
• Documentation costs
• Amendment of the information system infrastructure and respective accounting
procedures in cases of change in the organizational structure of the entity or the
Group.
The expected costs can be reduced by:
• Providing flexibility to the entity's management to adopt the direct method.
• Giving revenue and cash flow variability criteria for the adoption of the direct
method and for the determination of the degree of analysis of the elements of
the financial statements.
• Narrowing the reportable elements of the statement of cash flows and providing
their presentation in the Notes subject to specific materiality criteria applied for
the determination of the presentable cash flow elements, taking into account the
entity size and the entity operations.
• Differentiating the presentation method of the statement of cash flows according
to industry and credit risk classification of the entities.
21.

On the b'NS Dr the dj,clJ"jon in para)!raphs 3.~~ 3.95, should the effecls of baskel
transactions he allocated to the related sections and categories in the statement of
comprehen:-.i\(: income and thl: statclllt'llt or cash flows to achieve cohcsin:ncss'! If
n01, in \\ hich section or category should those criccts he presented'!

Aiming at keeping consistency in the application of the proposed presentation
method, the effects of the basket transactions could be classified under the respective
sections and categories. After all, adopting the direct method in the presentation of the
cash flows the liquidation or cash settlement of operating assets and liabilities,
subsequeutly to an acquisition or disposal, can be consistently presented under the
sections and categories that are related with the individual functions and categories of
the financial elements.
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Alternatively, for major reorganization basket transactions the corresponding effects
could be presented under operating category, where investments in subsidiaries are
classified.
Still, to preserve simplicity the allocation of the relevant basket transaction effects
could be ruled by predefined materiality criteria and by specific allocation guidance.
22.

Should an entity that presents assets and liabilities in order o/' liquidity in its statement
or Jillancial position disclose information about the maturities of its short-term
contractual assets and liabilities ill the note::; to flnancia! statements as proposed in
paragraph 4. T' Should all entities present this int()rlllation? Why or why not')

In cases of entities with operating characteristics as that presented above (please refer
to QII (al), the maturities of their short-term contractual assets and liabilities can
be presented in the Notes to financial statements in groups as appropriate. For all
other entities the analysis of the short tenn assets and liabilities in order of liquidity is
not expected to provide infonnation of significant value, unless in cases of entities
with crucial liquidity problems or with significant amounts of overdue assets and
liabilities. In the later cases all overdue assets and liabilities should be presented in
notes in order of contractual maturities and indicating the overdue period of time.
Supplementary, if the expected realization (cash conversion) or settlement date for
any material asset and 1 or liability, that is not currently overdue, is expected to be
significantly different from its contractual maturity date, the expected realization or
settlement date with adequate explanations should be presented in the notes.
23.

Paragraph 4.19 propose, that an entity should present a schedule in Ihe Hote, 10
financial statements that reconciles cash /lows 10 cornprchcnsiyc income and
disaggrcgatcs cOlllprchcn:-:ii\"l' income into f{)Ur components: (a) cash received or raid
other than ill tran~a\.'ljolls \\ Itl1 owners, (b) accrual'i other than rcmcaSlIrCllll'llls, (c)
n.::mcasurcrncnL-> that art:: recurring till!" \';.due \..~hallges or Yaluati()\1 (Jdjusll11ents, and (d)
t\.::mcasurements that arc nut recurrillt!. lair value changes or \"alualinn adjustments.
a. Wuuld the propo,cd reconciliation schedule increase users' undcrstandill~ of'
the amount. timin[!., and uncertainty of an entity's Itlture cash flows'? \\,,11y Of why
not? Please include u discu:-.sion of' the costs and benefits of pro\"iding the
reconci I iation schedule.
h. Should changes in assets and liabilities he disaggregated into the components
described in paragraph 4.19',) Please explain your rationale for any component you
\yould either add or omit.
c. Is the guidance provided in paragraphs 4.31. 4.41, and 4.44 4.46 L'!ear and
suflieicnl to prepare Ihe reconciliation schedule') If not. please explain how the
guidance should he modified.

a. The reconciliation schedule in the notes to the financial statements will definitely
increase the transparency of the figures analyzed and provide infonnation about the
ability of an entity to generate cash. However, such detailed reconciliation of cash
flow elements to the elements of the statement of comprehensive income, although it
provides infonnation about the persistence and measurement subjectivity of the
components of the comprehensive income, no significant added value over and above
the infonnation provided by the main financial statements is expected to be provided
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to the users of financial statements for upgrading their ability to predict the cash
flows.
The major costs and benefits for generating the information that is necessary to
prepare the proposed reconciliation schedule are summarized as follows:

• Design of the accounting procedures for separation of cash elements from the
accrual elements.
• Design of the system functionality and system procedures to record and
reconcile the cash elements, the accrual elements and changes of assets and
liabilities to the elements of the statement of cash flows and of the statement of
comprehensive income.
• Development of the measurement and allocation procedures for the
determination and classification of the reconciling elements under the captions
of the statement of cash flows and of the statement of comprehensive income.
• Application of clearing procedures in the maintenance of assets and liability
records not only a caption level but also on a reportable level.
• Costs for the application of the necessary accounting procedures to prepare the
reconciliation schedule
• Allocation of the open accounting entries of the opening assets and liabilities
into the captions of the statement of cash flows and of the statement of
comprehensive income, in order to prepare the reconciliation schedule in the
first year of implementation.
• Development consolidation accounting procedures and systems in order to
prepare the proposed reconciliation schedule on a group level. Consolidation
and foreign currency translation accounting procedures are expected to be more
complicate to apply.
• Maintaining the aforementioned systems and procedures in cases of
organizational restructurings.
Benefits
• Supportive documentation of the cash generation capacity of the entity by
element of the financial statements.
• Assessment of the degree of subjectivity in accrual accounting.
• Assessment of the persistence in cash generation capacity through time.
• Easier identification of the value drivers and risk classes of the assets and
liabilities of a business.
• Increased transparency in the valuation processes of the assets and liabilities.
• Separation of the effects of remeasurements of assets and liabilities from the
effects of the actual movement of customer and vendor accounts.
• Easier auditing of the financial statement ending to lower costs.
However, it is questionable if benefits due to the incremental information provided
could exceed the associated costs.
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b. In case that the proposed reconciliation schedule is deemed as a useful tool, the
proposed components could be considered as appropriate for the disaggregating of
changes in assets and liabilities, as they present a better basis to assess the timing and
the amounts of future cash flows.
c. The guidance is generally sufficient. The only missing element is guidance in
relation with materiality thresholds in the determination of both the captions of the
statement of cash flows and of the statement of comprehensive income and the
amounts that are to be categorized under those captions. It is suggested that the
objective of minimizing the costs below the expected benefits derived from the
preparation of the reconciliation schedule should be pervasive in providing the
detailed guidance.
14.

Sbould the Boards address fbrther desegregation oj" dUlngcs in fair value in a litture
project (sec paragraphs 4.42 and 4.43)"' Why or why not'.'

Definitively, there is a clear need for addressing the recognition and measurement
issues due to the disaggregation of the resulted changes in the fair values of assets and
liabilities in further detail. Specifically, the following factors could be taken into
account in defining the disaggregation level and categories of the changes in fair
values:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basis of measurement of assets and liabilities
Origin of risk (interest rate risk, currency risk, credit risk etc)
Accruals
Allocation bases
Remeasurements bases
Recurring and non recurring nature of changes in the carrying value of the
assets and liabilities,
• Analysis of elements of derivative instruments and explanations thereon.
• Changes in classification of assets and liabilities and analysis of concequencial
effects in their fair values on the equity position of the entity.
• Required materiality level
2':-.

Should

the

Boarcb

consider

other

alternative

reconciliation

formats

disaf!grcgating inf<Jrmation In the financial statements, such as the statement

f()r

or

financial position reconciliation and the statement or comprehensive income matrix
described ill .'Ippcndix B, paragrapbs H.IO· B.22') For example. should emilies that
primarily manage a"'-,l:t:) ;-tnd liabllitiL's rathl~r th:l11 casll flows (f~)r example. entltie..; in
the financial ,,>cr\'il'es industries) he required lO lise the statement of flnalll:ial position

f(,,'conciiiation

fOJ'llldl

rather thall the proposed j'nnna! that reconcile;...

c011lprchcl1~1\e ilh.:U1l1C"

\\'l1y

(lj' \\

ca~h !10\\ s In

hy nne

At least in cases of entities with operating characteristics as that presented above
(please refer to QII (a)), an alternative reconciliation format, probably the statement
of the financial position reconciliation schedule, may be more appropriate as those
entities manage assets and liabilities that generate financial results and cash flow
streams. Usually, in the financial industry the users of the financial statements refer to
the elements of the statement of the financial position and to their projected levels in
order to predict the future financial results and the future cash flow, assessing their
16/2/2009
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liquidity position. In these cases, the reconciliation of the elements of the statement of
financial position to the elements of the statement of cash flow and of the statement of
comprehensive income may provide more relevant information to the users for
assessing the future cash flows, the liquidity position and the financial flexibility of a
financial institution.
However, appropriate materiality criteria could be provided in order to simplify the
required infrastructure in systems and procedures deemed necessary for the
preparation of the reconciliation of the statement of financial position. Furthermore,
specific guidance can be considered necessary for developing all the necessary
accounting procedures to prepare of the aforementioned reconciliation schedule
easing the asset and liabilities valuation and translation processes as well as the
consolidation process.
2().

I he L\Srrs preliminary \ ie\\" is that a memo column in the reconciliation schedule
cuuld pn.)\ ide a way I,,)t" management to <.ira\\ users' attention to unusual or
infrequent cycnts or transactions that arc often presented as special i1cnls in
earnings reports hec paragraphs 4AK -4.52). ;\;., noted in paragraph 45~, the L\SB is
not supportive of including inf()fmation in the reconciliation schedule abou1 unusual
or inflcqucl1t events ur trallsactions.
a. \Vould 111i:-- lni()nnation be dL'l"islon useful to u:-;crs in their capacity as capital
providers? Why or why !lot'!

b. AI'!l Opinion i\o. 30, Reporting the Results ot Operatiolls Reponillg the
r:/li:cLs ()j' f)i."(Josa! (~r cL .\('gmc'llt q( ([ Busi/h>\'.,', {/lui Ertf'(Jo/'dinaf}" Vlllh'/lU/ {INd
Irl/i"(:'l!w:ntlv Occurring j-;\.'(,:'litS ond frunsCluiotls, contains de!lnilions oC uJI1/sliul
and intrC(jU('Ilf (rq)L'atl'd in paragraph 4,)1), Arc those definitions ton restrictive'.' If
so, what type or rl'strictinll:-,o. ir any, should he placed Oil information presented in
this COIUl1Hl ?
c. Sholild all L'nli1y have the option or pn:scming the information in narrative
format only?
o

a. The presentation of memo information about unusual or infrequent events and
transactions that have materially influenced one or more elements presented in the
reconciliation schedule is considered as useful information in the assessment of the
future recurring cash generation capacity of an entity.
However, such additional information may be considered as of substantial value if it
is generated based on predefined materiality criteria and if it is supported by
appropriate risk assessment.
b. The definition of the notions of "Unusual Nature" and of "Infrequency of
occurrence" are consider appropriate and provides the required degree of flexibility to
the management to disclose any event or transaction that according to its opinion
should be taking into account in the business performance evaluation and in assessing
the prospects of an entity.
c. It is important to match the presented information of any unusual or infrequent
transaction with the captions of the statement of cash flows and of the statement of
comprehensive income. Satisfying the aforementioned requirement, the presentation
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format could be left to the discretionary choice of the management, as in certain cases
explanatory comments could further support the main information.
As noted in paragraph 1.1 S( c). the FAS B has not yet considered the application of
the proposed presentation model to l10npuhlic l'ntitics. What issues should the
F!\SIl consider ahout the application "flhe proposed presentation model to nonpublic
entities? If you are a u<.;er or financial statements for a l10npuhlic entity. please explain
which aspects 01' the proposed presentation model would and would not be bCllelicial
10 you in making decision::; in your capacity as a capital provider and \\fly.

Subject to the satisfaction of specific predefined entity size criteria, the proposed
presentation model could be applicable to all non public entities that have chosen to
prepare their financial statements adopting the IFRSs, as a user of the financial
statements of a nonpublic entity expects the same financial and market information as
for in case of a public entity. Such a provision could ensure equal treatment of the
entities within the same industry as far as their obligation for compliance with the
uniform statutory reporting requirements is concerned.
However, specific guidance for applying the accounting framework of IFRSs should
be provided for small and medium sized companies in order to both generate relevant
and reliable financial statements and to avoid unnecessary operating administration
costs.
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Union ofListed Companies
UNION OF LISTED COMPANIES (ULC)
The need for an association of listed companies due to European and national
regulations is manifested throughout the members of the European Union (EU).
The organization that represents listed companies in Greece is the ULC, also
known by its Greek acronym ENEISET.
The ULC is a non-profit association that comprises most listed companies on the
Athens Exchange. The capitalization of our members exceeds 80% of the total
market. Our Directors, a list of which is attached, represent some of the biggest
quoted companies in Greece. Our Chairman of the Board is Mrs. Irene
Athanassiadou also Chairman of Naftemboriki, Greece's leading business daily.
Our President of the Executive Committee is Mr. Panayotis Dracos.
To fulfill our role we deal with European Directives; the Committee of European
Securities Regulators; national legislation of the Hellenic Capital Markets
Committee (the equivalent of the SEC\ International Accounting Standards; the
convergence of US GAAp 2 and the IASB) standards; etc. We are working on the
adoption of the new Directive on shareholder rights in Greek law. We have dealt
with the repercussions on the Greek companies of legislation such as the Sarbanes
Oxley Act; we have advocated our members' position on delisting to the Securities
& Exchange Commission. We naturally work closely with all Greek Ministries
and all associations representing the other parts of the Greek Financial Community
in an effort to control the increase ofregulations that might eventually spoil all our
markets to the benefit of trading outside of our markets or of private equity groups.
We are a member of the growing family of European quoted companies'
associations united in "EuropeanIssuers", an organization officially set in motion
in March 2008, where we are represented on the Board. In addition to this, we
participate in a variety of committees formed by EuropeanIssuers such as "legal",
"small issuers", "accounting, auditing & financial" and "internal control & risk
management". Other members are associations and listed companies from Austria,
Belgium, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Finland, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands,
Poland, Portugal, Spain, Switzerland and the UK.
"EuropeanIssuers", the sole European issuers' representative organization, is
determined to give a new boost to the representation of Europe's public companies.
Priority will be given to the companies' pressing need to know their shareholders
and to rely on efficient cross-border voting systems. "EuropeanIssuers" will
Securities and Exchange Commission (U.S.A.)
Generally Accepted Accounting Principles
) International Accounting Standards Board
1
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Union ofListed Companies
defend the need for more shareholder transparency. Knowing their shareholder
base will enable issuers to have a sound and permanent dialogue with the person
who has a genuine, economic interest in the affairs of the company, the end
investor. "Europeanlssuers" will also actively contribute, together with the
institutions and other relevant stakeholders, to the set up of efficient EU 4 wide
voting processes. Harmonised communication procedures should increase the
participation to general meetings in a cross-border environment, benefit the
transparency of the voting process and help to ensure its integrity.
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